Public S. tuberosum Repbase library (Jurka et al., 2005) , the potato reference 278 genome and Illumina small RNA-seq data were used as input data. TEs family 279 detection was executed by applying two "All TEs" tools: Tephra and TASR, which 280 discover de novo TEs with structure-based and map-based approaches, respectively. To 281 complement the search, we applied "Specific TEs" tools: MITE Tracker and SINE_Scan.
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The obtained sequences were merged into multi-fasta files, one for each type of TE, and These data may indicate the existence of a large set of repetitive sequences in the 338 genome that cannot be annotated as TE with current knowledge about the structure of 339 TE. One hypothesis that could arise from this is that the structural patterns that 
